
www.suzuka.com.my

Size : 22cm (W) x 6.5cm (H)  |  Weight per box : 5.5kg  |  Boxes per pallet : 144boxes 
Pieces per box : 60pcs  |  Coverage : 1 box = 1sqm (inclusive of groove line application)  

 * Comes in numerous shades and tones. |  Please allow a +/- 5% tolerance for stone size and colour.

Semi-flexible and
 easy to install

KASTONE® Air is one of the lightest artificial stone 
veneers today. Its thin nature, flexibility & durability 
provides modern users a high-tech & green 
alternative to conventional brick. KASTONE® Air’s 
flexibility allows application onto curved surfaces 
without cracking. 

The lightweight & thin nature of KASTONE® Air 
allows for a simpler installation process, rendering 
the product more cost-effective & convenient for 
users. 

NOTE : For optimal results, pair our veneers with 
our KASTONE® Grouting Materials and Stonecare 
Topcoats.

Product
Features SLIM & COMPACT

4~5 mm

QUICK & EASY
TO INSTALL

SEMI-FLEXIBLE
(35cm diameter or more)

LIGHTWEIGHT

EASY TO CLEAN INDOOR &
OUTDOOR USE

CUT WITH
SCISSOR



AR-3001 | Grouting GM-16

Grouting GM-11 Grouting GM-12Grouting GM-01

AR-3002 | Grouting GM-01

Grouting GM-11 Grouting GM-12 Grouting GM-16

AR-3003 | Grouting GM-12

Grouting GM-01 Grouting GM-11 Grouting GM-16

AR-3004 | Grouting GM-11

Grouting GM-01 Grouting GM-12 Grouting GM-16
*May vary in colour due to lighting conditions and printing. Please examine product samples prior to ordering.

Installation Instruction
*
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Apply a generous layer of 
mortar adhesive across the 
wall using the notched edge 
of a trowel, creating a 
“combed” surface pattern.

Apply a thick layer of mortar adhesive onto the 
back side of a KASTONE® Air. Press the KASTONE® 
Air firmly onto the mortared wall surface, holding 
for a few seconds. KASTONE® Air can easily cut 
with scissor to met the size you want.

Step 3 - Stone ApplicationStep 2 - Mortar ApplicationStep 1 - Wall Surface Preparation

*

Construction

 Glue

Clean the surface to ensure 
it is free from dirt and dust.

Clean the surface to ensure 
it is free from dirt and dust.

a) Once the KASTONE® Air  are firmly affixed, clean the surface with a dry 
brush to clear the stones of any dust.
b) Using a piping bag, apply KASTONE® Grouting between the joints. See 
the KASTONE® Grouting instructions for application details. Let dry.

Apply a generous 
construction glue across 
the back side of a 
KASTONE® Air.

Wipe the surface with a damp 
cloth or sponge.

Press the KASTONE® Air firmly onto the wall 
surface, holding for a while. KASTONE® Air can 
easily cut with scissor to met the size you want.

Step 3 - Stone ApplicationStep 2 - C.Glue ApplicationStep 1 - Wall Surface Preparation

Step 4 - Grouting Application Step 5 - Cleaning Up

Use 
Grouting for an
Optimal E�ect

( Indoor use only )

TIPS: * Use a leveler 
to check the leveling.

TIPS: * Use a leveler 
to check the leveling.


